CM430SS
SS FILTER TEE WITH CARTRIDGE

- ¾” NPT inlet/outlet
- 125 PSI
- Maximum water temperature 100 degrees
- The active ingredient, phosphate, forms a thin protective layer on the inside of pipes to eliminate scale build-up and corrosion
- Change cartridge (part number CM431) every six months or sooner if reduced water flow is noticed

Protects piping systems from acidic corrosion and inhibits scale build-up caused by hard water
Prevents scale from harming pipes and equipment which helps extend the life of hot water systems
Inhibits rusting and corrosion of plumbing and bathroom fixtures
Prolongs the life and improves efficiency of traditional and tankless hot water systems
For use on all types of hot water systems including boilers and tankless systems
Installs on the cold water line before water heater or boiler

REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE CM431

Quality, Service & Solutions
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.BAKERWATERSYSTEMS.COM
FOR OTHER QUALITY FILTRATION AND WATER SYSTEM PRODUCTS
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